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How-to
A Beginner's Guide to Control Line
If you have never given Control Line (CL) flying a try, this article will bring you information about entering CL in whatever event you would like to join. Read more to explore another segment of model aviation!

For members
House of Representatives Passes FAA Reauthorization Act
In April, the U.S. House of Representatives passed the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018, the first step toward a long-term reauthorization of the FAA. Read more to learn how your efforts helped and what is next before FAA Reauthorization becomes law.

Our community
Transatlantic Model Flight Equipment
Have you ever wanted to take a peek inside of Maynard Hill’s Transatlantic Model (TAM)? Have you always wondered what equipment was installed to allow the model to travel 1,881.6 miles across the north Atlantic Ocean? Read more to learn about this model’s flight equipment.

Technical
Testing Rubber for Strength
Model Aviation columnist Don Slusarczyk's reserves of Tan II rubber were running thin, so he decided to do some comparison tests. Read more to learn how the old Tan II compared with recent batches of TSS.

New products
Horizon Hobby HobbyZone Carbon Cub S+ 1.3m RTF
This airplane offers beginners many options to help them learn how to fly. Read more to learn about the special features available with this Carbon Cub S+!